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The Asian coastal populations have significantly increased in recent decades. To prevent and reduce the disaster
by the intense tropical cyclones (TC), TC activities changes have received considerable attention. Many previous
studies have paid significant attention to the relationship between large-scale circulation and TC activity under
global warming with low or medium resolution climate models. However, the effect of interaction between TC
and the large-scale circulation on the simulation TC activity in the high resolution climate models have less been
investigated. HiRAM at 23 km and MRI at 20 km horizontal resolution are chosen to examine this important issue
in this study. The results showed that high resolution models can simulated the seasonal mean circulation, ISO and
TC activities. TC genesis frequency was projected to significantly decrease at the end of 21st century.
A recently developed synoptic-scale eddy (SSE) kinetic energy equation by Tsou et al (2014) is adopted to
analysis the mechanism responsible for the TC genesis. TC genesis at the present time was contributed by both
CKs-m (barotropic energy conversion between SSE and mean flow) and CKs-iso (barotropic energy conversion
between SSE and ISO). Although mean circulation and ISO provided kinetic energy for TC development at the
present time, TC number projected to significantly decrease at the end of 21st century was mainly contributed by
the considerable reduction of the CKs-m. The weakening of the monsoon trough and the zonal wind convergence
in the future convert less kinetic energy to SSE for TC generation comparing with that at the present time. The
high resolution models and SSE energy may help us to understand the energy source of TC and improve the
climate simulation and projection of TC activities over the western North Pacific.


